Growth in confined spaces can drive cellular populations through a jamming transition from a fluid-like state to a solid-like state. Experiments have found that jammed budding yeast populations can build up extreme compressive pressures (over 1MPa), which in turn feed back onto cellular physiology by slowing or even stalling cell growth. Using extensive numerical simulations, we investigate how this feedback impacts the mechanical properties of model jammed cellular populations. We find that feedback directs growth toward poorly-coordinated regions, resulting in an excess number of cell-cell contacts that rigidify cell packings. Cell packings posses anomalously large shear and bulk moduli that depend sensitively on the strength of feedback. These results demonstrate that mechanical feedback on the single-cell level is a simple mechanism by which living systems can tune their population-level mechanical properties.
Granular materials undergo a jamming transition upon compression, at which point the entire system becomes rigid so that further compaction is not possible without pressure build-up [1, 2] . Packings obtained in this manner are spatially-disordered similar to liquids but, like solids, do not yield (irreversibly deform) upon application of an external stress [3] . The transition occurs at a well-defined density φ = φ J [2] , at which the system is marginally stable (i.e. removing a single contact causes the system to lose mechanical rigidity) [4] . Compression beyond the jamming point (φ > φ J ) rigidifies packings, resulting in mechanical properties that exhibit nontrivial power law scalings as a function of δφ = φ − φ J [2, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . It has been recently demonstrated that confined microbial populations can similarly drive themselves into a rigid state via cellular growth and division [9] . Cellular populations fundamentally differ from inert granular media in that, whereas granular systems are static unless driven externally [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , cellular populations are active systems that are driven internally as cells consume energy from their environments in order to move or grow [9, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Growth-driven jamming also differs from the recently studied motility-driven jamming transition [18, 22] , where the system is kept at constant density and is driven by innate cell motility rather than cellular growth. In the case of growth-driven jamming, it is an open question if the cellular packings have the same universal physical properties as conventional granular materials [2, 7] . In particular, experiments have shown that cell-cell forces slow down cell growth [9] , but it remains unknown whether this mechanical feedback at the singlecell level has consequences for population-level mechanical properties. In this work, we show that budding cells can control the mechanical properties of densely-packed populations by leveraging their shape and the coupling between cellular growth rate and cell-cell forces [9, 23] .
We perform 2D numerical simulations of budding yeast populations growing in space-limited environments. Each cell is represented as conjoined mother and daughter lobes that reproduce asexually via expansion of the daughter "bud" (Fig. 1a) , a modeling approach first developed in [9] alongside microfluidic experiments. In this mode of proliferation, bud expansion progresses until the bud reaches the size of a mother cell, at which point the bud detaches and mother and bud form two new cells. To capture the experimentally-measured diminished growth rate under compressive mechanical stress [9] , each cell in our model grows at a rate that decreases exponentially with the pressure exerted on its daughter bud: γ ∝ e −P bud /P0 (Fig. 1b) . The feedback pressure P 0 controls the strength of feedback, with smaller values of P 0 corresponding to "stronger" feedback.
As cells proliferate, repulsive elastic forces between cells (Section , Fig. S1 ) push the population to expand outward via completely over-damped dynamics (Fig. 1c-g ). In the absence of external confinement (Fig. 1c,d ), the population remains at zero pressure with no forcebearing contacts between cells. However once the population fills the environment in which it resides, it is driven through a jamming transition (Fig. 1e) at volume fraction φ J ≈ 0.84 that is characterized by a sudden increase in the population pressure P (Fig. 1h) and a discontinuous jump in the number of contacts Z (Fig. 1i) . While mechanical feedback does not affect packings below jamming, feedback strength P 0 determines how pressure and contacts build up beyond jamming. To understand how mechanical rigidity emerges beyond jamming we first investigate mechanisms underlying the creation of cell-cell contacts, since contacts are know to control the mechanical properties of non-living granular media [2, 7, 24] .
At the jamming point, the average number of contacts per cell jumps from Z = 0 to Z = Z J ≈ 5.5 (Fig. 1i) , a result that is independent of P 0 . The value Z J ≈ 5.5 is smaller than the naive isostatic expectation Z naive iso = 6, predicted by the Maxwell criterion by equating the number of constraints per cell (Z naive iso /2) to the number of degrees of freedom per cell (3) [25] . This deviation from naive isostaticity results from the presence of numerous cells whose buds are not in contact with their neighbors (depicted in yellow in Fig. 1e ). Cells with "unconstrained" buds are free to rotate about their mother, and therefore correspond to degrees of freedom that are The population undergoes a "jamming transition" at φJ = 0.84, at which point a system-spanning network of force-bearing intercellular contacts develops (red lines). At jamming, most mother (gray) and daughter (brown) buds are constrained by their neighbors, but ≈ 25% of buds (yellow) are unconstrained (see SI). Above jamming, populations have fewer unconstrained buds when (f) mechanical pressure feeds back onto cell growth (P0 = 0.001) than when (g) cellular growth rates are independent of mechanical pressure (both f and g are at φ = 0.89). (h) The pressure that the entire population exerts on its surroundings P (Section ) is zero below jamming (φ < φJ ) and increases as the cells grow above jamming (φ > φJ ). With no feedback and weak feedback (P0 = 0.005), P is almost linear in φ. For strong feedback (P0 = 0.001), P increases more slowly with φ. All pressures are measured in units of the cell-cell modulus k (Section ). (i) The number of contacts Z per cell jumps discontinuously from Z ≈ 0 to Z = ZJ ≈ 5.5 at jamming at φJ , and increases more quickly for strong feedback than for weak or no feedback. not constrained by cell-cell contacts. By subtracting the number of unconstrained buds per cell f u from the number cellular degrees of freedom, we can derive a modified isostatic criterion Z iso = 6 − 2f u (Section ) that is satisfied by nearly all simulated populations (Fig. S2) .
We find that a substantial fraction of cells (f u ≈ 25%) have unconstrained buds, which manifests in a strong departure (Fig. S2 ) from naive isostaticity (Z naive iso − Z J ≈ 0.5). The relationship between unconstrained buds and contacts is also observed in non-growing systems. Packings of asymmetric dumbbell-shaped particles that resemble budding cells yield similar results (f u ≈ 30% and Z naive iso − Z J ≈ 0.6) [26] , whereas packings of symmetric dumbbells with equal-sized lobes have many fewer unconstrained buds (f u ≈ 2%) and are therefore much closer to isostacity (Z naive iso − Z J ≈ 0.05) [27] . As cells grow beyond the jamming point (φ > φ J ), the population pressure P builds (Fig. 1h ) and unconstrained buds begin to make contact with their neighbors (Fig. 1f,g and Fig. 2a ). This increase in population pressure, corresponding to comparable pressure on individual cells P bud ≈ P , triggers mechanical feedback and slows the growth of cells as P P 0 (Fig. 1b) . We observe two distinct behaviors for "strong" (P 0 /P max 0.05) and "weak" (P 0 /P max 0.05) feedback, where P max ≈ 0.1 is the pressure felt by populations near confluency φ ≈ 1 (see Section for relation of φ and P max ). For weak feedback, cell growth rates are not strongly reduced as ) and strong (P0 = 10 −4 ) feedback. In order to measure growth rates as unconstrained buds make contact, both populations have a value of fu that is ≈ 50% of that measured at jamming (fu ≈ 0.13). These values of fu correspond to P/Pmax ≈ 0.12 (P/Pmax ≈ 0.028) for weak (strong) feedback. The black bar denotes cells under no or very little pressure, thus growing as they would in the absence of feedback. The gray bar denotes cells whose growth rates are reduced by pressure. The growth rate γ(i) of each cell is normalized by γ 0 i , the growth rate that a cell would have without feedback (Section ). Simulations have box size L = 15σ. Each data point is averaged over 100 independent inoculations. unconstrained buds make contact with their neighbors (Fig. 2b) . On the other hand, strong feedback slows the growth of compressed buds by such an extent that it creates two distinct subpopulations: compressed buds that are effectively stalled in their cell cycle and unconstrained (and therefore uncompressed) buds that are actively growing. The threshold between strong and weak feedback corresponds to the pressure (P/P max ≈ 0.05) at which the majority of previously unconstrained buds contact their neighbors in the absence of feedback (Fig. 2a) . Therefore, in contrast to weak feedback where cells are driven into contact by nearly uniform population growth, strong feedback directs growth toward unconstrained buds. This directed drives unconstrained buds to make more contacts under strong feedback (Fig. 1f) than in the absence of feedback (Fig. 1g) , enhancing the number contacts created per added volume fraction (Fig. 1i) . Correspondingly, the preferential growth of unconstrained buds reduces the amount of pressure build-up near jamming (Fig. 1h ) because unconstrained buds have free space to grow without incurring cell-cell forces.
By simultaneously driving pressures down and contacts numbers up, strong feedback enables populations to create additional contacts with very little associated pressure build-up compared to growth without feedback (Fig. 3a) . In the absence of feedback, the excess number of contacts increases roughly as ∆Z = Z − Z J ∝ P 1/2 , as expected from studies on jamming in non-living systems [2, 27] . However, populations growing under strong feedback exhibit abrupt departures from this expectation (Fig. 3a) at pressures that vanish for increasing feedback strength (P ∝ P 0 ). For strong feedback, additional contacts are generated rapidly as a function of P until all unconstrained buds make contact with their neighbors (Fig. 2a) , at which point ∆Z u ≈ 1 (Fig 3b, see Section for derivation of Z u ). This excess of contacts is pushed to lower pressures as P 0 decreases, so for P 0 = 0 we expect cell packings to have more contacts than required for mechanical stability even at P = 0 (i.e., hyperstaticity).
How do excess contacts impact the mechanical properties of populations growing under strong feedback? Since prior studies have found that contacts generated by external compression increase the rigidity of granular packings [2] , we hypothesize that contacts generated via bud growth likewise rigidify cell packings. To test this hypothesis, we first measure resistance to external compression as quantified by the bulk modulus B = φ e dP/dφ e , where the increase in volume fraction φ e is caused compaction rather than cell growth. We find that B increases with feedback strength (Fig. S3) , a direct consequence of the formation of the additional contacts (Fig. S4) . In contrast to the increase in B (dP/dφ e increases with 
Simulations have box size L = 15σ. Each data point is averaged over 100 independent inoculations. P 0 ), pressure increases more slowly as volume fraction is added via cellular growth (dP/dφ decreases with P 0 in Fig. 1h ). Mechanical feedback therefore allows cell populations to disentangle their mechanical response to internal perturbations (cell growth) from their response to external perturbations (external compression). While the generation of excess contacts only slightly modifies the bulk modulus (B increases by 20%), we expect these contacts to substantially impact the shear modulus since non-living packings are known to be fragile with respect to shear [2, 24, 28] . By measuring the shear stress Σ xy generated under simple shear strain γ (Section ), we find that the shear modulus G = dΣ xy /dγ scales with pressure as G ∝ P 1/2 in the absence of feedback but increases sharply for strong feedback (Fig 3b) as unconstrained buds make contact (Fig 2a) . The sharp increase in G is indeed controlled by contacts made by unconstrained buds, as we find a one-to-one relationship between contact number and shear modulus (Fig 3b inset) . The stabilizing role of the added contacts can be understood from constraint counting: both Z and Z iso increase as unconstrained buds make contact, but Z increases faster than Z iso so that packings are pushed above isostaticity as cells grow (Section ). The result G ∝ P
1/2
for growth without feedback, also observed for non-living packings [2, 27] , suggests that populations near jamming fragile with respect to shear and therefore susceptible to fluidization under thermal excitation [28] or cell motility [22] . Populations growing under strong feedback, on the other hand, are stabilized by excess contacts even at very small pressure. Therefore, in contrast to populations without feedback and non-living packings where rigidity comes at a cost of increased cell-cell forces, cell populations growing under strong feedback can rigidify themselves with minimal associated pressure.
We have shown that budding cell populations undergo a growth-driven jamming transition that has mechanical properties not observed in the jamming of non-living systems. Populations growing under mechanical feedback develop a greater number of cell-cell contacts. These contacts are force-bearing and increase the population's resistance to shear and compressive stresses by an amount expected from studies on non-living granular materials [2] . As the population grows, this creation of excess intercellular contacts is not accompanied by a faster buildup of the internal pressure in contrast to the anticipated behavior of ordinary granular materials. Thus, the aforementioned feedback mechanism is a simple and efficient mean for expanding microbial populations to increase their resistance to mechanical stress without building up growth-limiting compressive mechanical forces. This mechanism may have important biological consequences for growing microbial populations, such as the increased resistance to mechanical stress may prevent un-wanted fluidization that can be caused by processes such as division and apoptosis [29] [30] [31] [32] or cell motility [17, 22] .
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Cell-based simulations
In 2D cell-based simulations, illustrated in Fig. S1 , cells are modeled as two frictionless rigidly-attached spherical lobes [9, 27] (mother and bud) that grow exponentially in time at rate γ i by bud expansion (Eq. 1) and interact via repulsive spring forces with elastic modulus k (Eq. 2):ȧ
where
is the cell area, σ i,mother (σ i,bud ) is the diameter of the mother (bud), V is the total potential energy, δ ik,jl = 1 2 σ ik + σ jl − r ik − r jl is the overlap between lobes k of cell i and l of cell j, and Θ is the Heaviside Step function (Fig. S1 ). The potential energy is measured in units of kσ 2 i,mother throughout this paper.
The system is relaxed with quasistatic dynamics via conjugate gradient energy minimization [34] . Conjugate gradient minimization terminates upon one of the two conditions: (i) two successive steps j and j+1 yield nearly the same energy value (V j+1 − V j )/V j < 1 tol = 10 −16 or (ii) the potential energy per particle at the current step is V j /(kN) < 2 tol = 10 −16 . The forces (F i ) and torques (T i ) acting on each cell are calculated as:
where r i and θ i are the position and orientation of cell i. For conjugate gradient minimization, we transform these forces to a 3N -dimensional gradient of the potential energy as ∇V = {F
where the ratio of moment of inertia to mass of each cell is
In this model, all mother cells have the same size, σ i,mother = σ. Cells grow in a square box with periodic boundary conditions. Cell growth progresses while σ i,bud < σ and culminates in division. After division, both new cells acquire a random orientation (see Fig. S1 ).
Without pressure feedback, the growth rate for cell i is: γ i = γ 0 i where γ 0 i is chosen from a uniform distribution of width 20% around a mean growth rate γ 0 . With pressure feedback, the growth rate is additionally exponentially modulated as γ i = γ 0 i e −Pi/P0 where P i is the pressure on the bud of the cell i, and P 0 is a strength of the feedback [9] . The pressure P i is calculated as
, where L i,bud = πσ i,bud is the perimeter of bud i, |F ij | is the magnitude of the contact force between a bud i and a particle j, and j(i) is a set of the particles in contact with i. In Figure S5 we show the relation between the strength of feedback P 0 , populationaveraged growth rate Γ = 1 A i a i γ i (A = i a i ), and growth-induced pressure P (see Section for details on the calculation of P ).
Generating jammed packings
The simulation starts with two randomly oriented yeast cells. This growth-driven protocol differs from previouslyused compression protocols [35] . Whereas compression simulations start with a fixed number of objects and reduce the box size until the systems jams, growth-driven simulations start with few objects and increase the number of objects via growth until the system jams.
Once the population reaches the jamming point at φ J , the colony grows beyond that point-up to the preassigned value δφ = φ − φ J . The protocol is similar to the one used to find φ J , however the time-step is halved when the volume fraction exceeds δφ by a margin of ∆ = 0.5 · 10 −8 , i.e. φ > φ J + δφ + ∆. The time-step is reset to dt = dt 0 if the volume fraction falls below: φ < φ J +δφ−∆. The protocol ends when the volume fraction falls into the range φ ∈ [φ J + δφ − ∆, φ J + δφ + ∆].
To speed up simulations where population pressure significantly slows down growth (P P 0 ), we use an adaptive time-step. In this method, we scale the time-step dt by the largest cellular growth-rate in the population γ min : dt = dt · γ/γ min . This method ensures that, even while the population is under pressure, the fastest-growing cells add the same amount of volume per time-step as they would have without feedback. Unless noted explicitly, all results in this paper use this adaptive time-step method.
Calculation of mechanical properties
For each static packing, we calculate the stress tensor Σ via the Virial expression:
where F α ik,jlj is the α-component of the force F ik,jl on kth lobe of particle i resulting from overlap with the lth lobe of particle j, and r α ik,jl is the α-component of the vector from the center of mass of lobe ik to the center of mass of lobe jl. The pressure is calculated from the stress tensor as P = 1 2 Σ xx +Σ yy . To calculate bulk modulus B, the simulation box is compressed by dφ = 10 −8 , and the modulus is calculated from the definition B = φdP/dφ.
To determine shear modulus G of a cellular packing, the response to quasistatic simple shear is calculated. To that end, for a static packing at δφ = φ − φ j , each cell is subject to a small affine shear strain (along the x direction with gradient in the y direction):
where r i = (x i , y i ) is the location of the center of mass of a particle i, and δγ = δx/L = 10 −6 , and L is size of the system. Following the application of shear strain, the system is relaxed via energy minimization. Then, shear modulus is calculated from the definition G = dΣ xy /dγ.
Throughout this paper we measure P , B, and G in units of the cell-cell modulus k.
Pressure scale (Pmax) at confluency (φ = 1) Population pressure P is determined by the overlap between cells, which in turn is set the compression beyond the jamming point δφ = φ − φ J . Here, we estimate the pressure P max resulting from compression of cell packings from jamming φ J = 0.84 to confluency φ = 1.
By explicitly calculating the force between lobes ik and jl, F kl kr ik,jl δ ik,jl . This can be expressed as an average over the N c = N z/2 contacts in the system, so that P = N z 4L 2 kr ik,jl δ ik,jl . To estimate P , we assume that we have a population of monodisperse spherical cells with diameter σ with z ≈ z J = 4 and φ J = 0.84. Further assuming that cells compress purely affinely upon infinitesimal compression, equivalent to swelling cells from σ to σ + dσ while keeping the box size fixed at L, and that no new contacts are made in the process allows us to simplify pressure to P = Finally, we are able to calculated the pressure P max /k = 2 π 0.16 ≈ 0.1 generated by compressing a cell paacking from φ J = 0.84 to φ = 1. This value is consistent with our measured data in Fig. 1g .
Modified isostaticity at jamming point
In this section we describe why the "isostatic" criterion for growing budding cells differs from the naive expectation of Z naive iso = 6. In order for a system to be mechanically-stable, it must have as many contacts in the system (N c ) as degrees of freedom (N d ). This is the naive isostatic, or Maxwell, criterion. Since budding cells have 3 degrees of freedom per cell, the system has a total of N d = 3N degrees of freedom and we would naively expect there to be be N c = N d = 3N degrees of freedom at jamming, or Z naive iso = 2N c /N = 6 contacts per cell. This argument breaks down, however, because not all degrees of freedom in the system are constrained. Unconstrained buds and rattlers decrease the contact number at jamming Z J below Z naive iso = 6 because contacts are not required to constrain these degrees of freedom. The isostatic criterion, taking into account unconstrained buds and floaters, is N iso c = 3N − 3N r − N u − 1 where N r and N u are the number of rattlers and unconstrained buds in the system and the −1 is a finite-size correction. We can express the isostatic criterion as Z iso = 2N iso c /(N − N r ) = 6 − 2f u − 2/(N − N r ) contact per (non-rattler) cell, where f u is the fraction of (non-rattler) cells with an unconstrained bud. Fig. S2 shows that this isostacity criterion holds for nearly all packings analyzed. Note that in the main text we use the large-system limit Z iso N →∞ = 6 − 2f u and in Fig. S2 we take into account finite-size effect by adding 2/(N − N r ) to Z J [24] .
Hyperstaticity due to unconstrained bud growth
In this section we describe why growth under extreme feedback produces "hyperstatic" (Z > Z iso ) packings. In the case of extreme feedback (P 0 → 0), only unconstrained buds grow above the jamming point and these buds cease growing once they come into contact with their neighbors. If there are N u = f u N unconstrained buds at jamming and of these ∆N u = ∆f u N have come into contact with their neighbors due to growth above jamming, then the population needs Z iso = 2(3N − N u + ∆N u )/N = 6−2f u +2∆f u contacts for mechanical stability. However, each new unconstrained bud needs 2 contacts to stabilize it, so that the contact number increases to Z = 2(3N − N u + 2∆N u )/N = 6 − 2f u + 4∆f u as unconstrained buds make contact. So, as unconstrained buds make contact the system become hyperstatic with ∆Z = Z −Z iso = 2∆f u . In the extreme case, ∆Z = 2f u is determined by the number of buds that were unconstrained at jamming. Note that this deviation from isostaicity is twice as large as the deviation from the coordination number at jamming, ∆Z = Z − Z J = 4∆f u , which we show in the paper. 
